through the miasma of filth on city streets) there is a danger that the historical value of his work on cholera becomes submerged in the froth of drama. For what Snow’s work reveals is the complexities of constructing new knowledge at a critical period in the history of medicine. It is significant, not just because we can retrospectively mark it as a moment when our ideas of germs and disease-spread took root in the 19th century, but because it allows us to see the conjunction at which classical ideas about the body as an individual constitution met head on with the new view of the body as a set of universal systems and organs, and disease as specific and local. Snow’s detailed observations of cholera victims take account of the individual composition of their lives, habits and final illnesses and thus pay homage to older ideas of bodily individuality. But he builds on this initial analysis and teases out the common factors—namely evidence of a contaminated water supply—to construct a universal principle for the action and the spread of the disease. In essence, it is knowledge in the making and though, as Hempel demonstrates, it is malleable material for creating the peaks and troughs of dramatic narrative, its deeper significance and the lessons we can learn should not be overridden lightly.
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Jimmy Carter, who writes: ‘We need to gather and analyse information systematically, and then we need to ensure that this information is used to educate national leaders and others’. When democracies visit war, they do so in the name of their people. How can the competency of diplomats and politicians to resolve potential conflicts be assured? Could they be trained to an internationally agreed standard? Most frightening—even to military men—must be amateurism and ignorance by national politicians, even when elected, who take hugely costly decisions that launch military force. (See Chapter 27 for the education of health professionals on human rights and international health.)

Part 6 deals with international law [dating back to the 19th century and the United Nations Charter (jus ad bellum (the law governing when armed force may be used) and jus in bello (including that the law of war disclaims all cruelty and bad faith, pp. 359–363)], Part 6 deals with international law, humanitarian assistance organizations and, brilliantly, a public health approach to prevention of war and its health consequences, together with peacemaking in the aftermath of disasters. Again, professional standards (statistical as well as medical) are needed—public health amateurism costs lives. To avoid that peacemaking be long delayed, war makers need to be re-constructors: by anticipating—and budgeting for—the substantial costs of war’s aftermath.

Levy and Sidel author a stern chapter on the roles and ethical dilemmas for military medical care workers. They believe that the ethical principles of medicine make medical practice under military control fundamentally dysfunctional and unethical. And that the overriding principles of military service, namely ‘concern for the effective function of the fighting force’ and ‘obedience to the command structure’, jar with ‘concern for the welfare of the patient’. Medical triage in disasters or major epidemics, or prisoners’ health, poses similar dilemmas but, rightly, good doctors do not abrogate to practice medicine where there is need of them. Labelling their efforts ‘fundamentally dysfunctional and unethical’ risks making an enemy of the good. Military surgeons are passionately eloquent on their patients’ behalf.

War and Public Health is silent on statisticians’ role in counting well the toll of war. Reference is made to the Sphere Guidelines on data collection, analysis and dissemination and to some key epidemiological approaches but there is not much actual epidemiology—perhaps because the costs of war are on such an enormous scale.

In preparing this review, it was easy to jot down myriad recollections without reference to notes, yet much was noted because so much of note is to be found within War and Public Health. Lest we forget…surprising, perhaps, is that such a textbook lacks military contributors, other than medical men.

Finally, this overview of War and Public Health makes little reference to the impact of modern communications and the media’s power to influence and temper outcomes. In particular, it ignores the handheld camera, also one of modern surgery’s essential tools, to shine a light on events for the rest of the world to see—and to disapprove of. Had there been mobile phone cameras in the trenches in the First World War, surely its duration, fatalities and morbidity might have been quite different?
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